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Volvo 9700 named Coach of the Year 2008
Volvo’s 9700 tourist coach has been named “Coach of the Year 2008” by a jury
consisting of leading European trade press journalists. The jury praised the
9700’s high level of passenger comfort and driving characteristics - “a super
vehicle to drive”.

The jury reached its decision following three days of test drives in Switzerland. The
field was the strongest in a number of years, with six contenders from such
manufacturers as Mercedes, Neoplan and Irisbus.
The Volvo 9700 won because, in the opinion of the jury, it offered the best total
solution. In its summary, the jury presented a long list of the bus’s winning qualities,
placing special emphasis on those considered to be positive for passengers. Examples
included the sloping floor, as in a theater, and the large windows that ensure views are
excellent regardless of where a passenger sits. According to the jury, the seats,
equipped with three-point safety belts, offer superior comfort while smoothness
characterised the on-road performance. ‘It’s a traveller’s coach,’ was one opinion.
The jury was equally impressed with the bus from a driver’s perspective. Journalist
reactions included ‘the second generation I-Shift gearbox is almost flawless,’
‘synchronisation of the gearchange and the engine was exceptional,’ and, ‘a super
vehicle to drive – I was really impressed with it.’
First with new safety solution

Volvo has always placed a priority on safety and the jury viewed the company’s new
coach as another step forward in this regard. The company is the first bus
manufacturer to introduce such features as front underrun protection that prevents a car
from getting wedged under the bus in the event of a collision.
The Volvo 9700 represents the latest generation of Volvo’s coach and express buses
and is available in a wide range of models. The coach that participated in the test was a
13-meter-long, triple-axle coach with a 460-horespower diesel engine. The engine is
equipped with a catalytic converter, which reduces fuel consumption and allows
today’s customers to obtain an engine that meets the stringent emissions requirements
that will become effective in 2009.
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Håkan Karlsson, President of Volvo Bus Corporation, will accept the Coach of the
Year award at a ceremony at the Busworld bus show in Belgium in mid-October.
September 24, 2007
For further information, contact Per-Martin Johansson, Press Officer,
+46 31 322 52 00 per-martin.johansson@volvo.com

Download picture:
http://ams.llr.se/erez4/erez?vtl=imageexpress/3/download_icp3.html&cmd=downloadprepare&adhoc=1&src=*9wLCuov6HAtbJcmsnusmAv3op8mAxbnnH3AIiOXwnMtT/7kq1x0,KM
y2G0NTbL9kE15nSFsLv2Gb.5jvnSyKqPQvDPWzbtAOlVmhIO3wRa4RQmhrPSjwvDePlAgAb
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Visit http://www.thenewsmarket.com/volvogroup to access broadcast-standard video from Volvo Group. You can
preview and request video, and choose to receive as a MPEG2 file or by Beta SP tape. Registration and video is free
to the media.

Volvo Bus Corporation is the world’s second-largest manufacturer of large buses and coaches. The range
comprises complete vehicles, chassis, bus bodies, transport system solutions for metropolitan traffic, leasing,
financing and service contract maintenance. Volvo Bus Corporation is part of the Volvo Group, one of the world’s
leading manufacturers of trucks, buses and construction equipment, drive systems for marine and industrial
applications, aerospace components and services. The Group also provides complete solutions for financing and
service.
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